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During the works undertaken in  on
Winchester College’s seventeenth-century

School all four rainwater hopper-heads and their
associated rainwater stacks were removed, reshaped
and strengthened. Modern materials and techniques
were employed for re-establishing the fixtures.
Examples of these include chemical and stainless
steel fixings to replace the original hand drawn nails
and lead seaming to eliminate the heavy use of solder.
This paper aims to define some of the architectural
evidence, in light of supporting documentary
sources, which indicates that soon after its
completion in the s the building had severe
problems with water ingress, necessitating remedial
work early in the eighteenth century. This discovery
has stimulated an investigation into a wider range of
sources that, in turn, has suggested associations with
Winchester Palace and with tradesmen connected
with Wren’s other works. Sir Howard Colvin has
written that ‘Parts of the Composite capitals, in the
Winchester City Museum, are the only identifiable
remains of the palace to survive today’.This work
suggests that further fragments of the palace are still
evident on present day Winchester buildings.
Winchester College began work in September

 on a new school building, funded by
subscription and under the financial control of the
incoming warden, John Nicholas.The astylar, red
brick single-storey construction (Fig.) is often
tenuously attributed to Sir Christopher Wren.

Although Wren was connected with other
contemporary works in Winchester, there is no
documentary evidence to suggest that he drafted

designs for the approval of Warden Nicholas.
Eminent London tradesmen had, however, been
employed on the refurbishment of the College’s
medieval chapel between –. These included
Valentine Howsman (or Houseman), a joiner closely
associated with Wren’s works, the notable carver and
sculptor Edward Pearce (or Pierce) and the mason
John Clarke, who worked on Wren’s projects from
 and was Surveyor’s Clerk at Windsor Castle
between c and . In addition, the College
employed provincial tradesmen on the chapel who
also had brief spells in Wren’s employment. These
included the ironmonger Giles Baggs, the joiner and
carver John Livermore and the blacksmith John
Peachman. But the fabric and internal modelling of
School gives little indication of either the architectural
style of Wren or the fashionable, high quality
workmanship of Howsman or Pearce. 
Another project of Warden Nicholas, contemporary

with the construction of School, was at No. The
Close, Winchester, now Pilgrims School. His
prebendal home saw extensive alterations immediately
after his installation as a member of the Chapter of
Winchester Cathedral on  April . This work
displays some migration of labour between The
Close and College. Valentine Howsman, for
example, installed the panelling at No. The Close in
.Thomas George of Winchester worked at both
the College and Dome Alley, within The Close.

Later, in , William Barefoot ‘City of Winton,
Painter’, who worked on the College Chapel in
–, worked at No.The Close. In September
 an estimate of £ was given for a tenement and
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garden belonging to the plumber John George,
brother of Thomas, to be ‘purchased and taken in
for a parke near his Majesty’s Castle’. In addition
to works at College John George received payments
for work on St Paul’s Cathedral and several of
Wren’s London churches between  and .

Another influence on the supply of labour at the
time was from an adjoining site to College. The
Bishop’s Palace, commissioned by Bishop Morley
in the s and with Sir Thomas Fitch (–) as
‘surveyor to order and direct’, appears to have been
stopped by  with only the south
front completed.

The refurbishment of School in  revealed
that the original design did not include provision for
rainwater drainage. Crude lead spouts through the
parapet gutters were clearly strained in order to
supply the outlets (Fig.). The parapet sumps were
apparently later additions, as the gutters were
battened and lead-dressed in order to direct
rainwater into the hoppers. These features indicate
that rainwater was intended to discharge directly
from the steeply pitched roof over the edge onto the
courtyard below.
Both hoppers (Fig.) on the north end have

undergone rudimentary changes. The outlets have

Fig. . Winchester College School. Paul Holden.
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clearly been re-dressed from the original square
profile to fit four-inch D-shaped down-pipes. This
drastically restricts the outlet in relation to the
volume of water that the hopper would clear. The
hopper-head fixings were hand-made clout nails
that, although clearly inadequate, had supported the
weight for some considerable time. The lead-
soldered ears, or lugs, displayed additional piercings
which suggest that they were previously installed
elsewhere. Despite the evidence of alterations these
two hoppers are dated . The other two at the
south end show the date  and also suggest that
they were architectural salvage. They are primitively

constructed in the style of their seventeenth-century
companions, yet display dissimilar date mouldings,
with no crest or other motif attached. The outlets
originally formed a feed for square rainwater down-
pipes, which were apparently never utilised on the
building. These have also been adapted to
accommodate D-shaped down-pipes. 
The hypothesis that the  hoppers are not

contemporary with the seventeenth-century fabric is
backed up by additional observations. On the re-
dressed outlet is a later installed motif displaying the
initials of William of Wykeham. The cast lead letters
sit awkwardly with the overall proportion of the lead-

Fig. . School hopper head dated . Paul Holden.

Fig. . No. The Close (Pilgrims School), hopper head
dated . Graham Ball.
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work. The crest shows no evidence of polychromy.
A pair of similar hoppers on No. The Close,
Winchester, dated , display more dignified crest-
work and better proportions than School, yet in the
same way they do not appear contemporary with the
building (Fig. ). On School there remains evidence
of D-shaped insertions cut roughly into the low
string brick coursework. This poor quality cutting
confirms printed evidence that the original down-
pipes ran flush with the brickwork from hopper to
shoe. It would appear that after , when George
Repton’s adjoining New Commoner’s building was
removed, five-inch cast-iron rainwater down-pipes
were introduced, which were offset to feed the new
drainage system. Consequently, the lower brick
coursework was infilled. The refurbishment of
School in  saw the re-establishment of
continuous and vertically flush ‘D’ shaped rainwater
down-pipes by Mr Graham Ball, College lead
craftsman, and the author.
The evidence explored above creates a sound

basis on which to investigate the origins of the
seventeenth-century hopper heads. It would appear
that both the date and the initials were added later,
most likely on the installation of the rainwater
drainage. Physical evidence shows that the hopper
sump area (marked ‘WW’), when compared to No. 
The Close, was made larger in order to remove the
considerable volume of water that drained away from
the roof. Clearly the  date conveniently coincides
with the laying of the foundation stone in September
.The expectation, as part of the constructional
sequence, would be to install rainwater products
towards the end of the work; hence a date of 

might be expected. If, as this suggests, the lead-work
was not installed as part of the original building it
elucidates the problems that were evident on the new
fabric.
These concerns are noted in the pocket account

books of Warden Nicholas. By  the new school
building was evidently in use. Seventh Chamber,
the mediaeval school building, was glazed in  at

a cost of £ s and was used for additional boarding
accommodation. Yet in Warden Nicholas
authorised tile repairs on the new school, suggesting
that water was penetrating it. By  lead-work
around the windows of the ‘new building’ showed
further signs of water penetration and was repaired at
the cost of £ s d. In the same year s was paid to
the retained college labourer Mr Laurence for
‘amending the new school’.Design faults were
apparent through the employment of unidentified
joiners and plumbers for more revisions to the new
school building towards the end of . Problems
of water-penetration evidently required some new
arrangements for discharging water. This was done
before  when the south end elevations received
additional smaller hoppers. However, some work had
already been carried out by then. When the estimate
for relaying the rotten floor was drawn up in  the
unknown tradesman/architect stated, 

N.B. It is a great pity, but that the lead-work, and the
tyling of the roof are substantially repaired first, as
above the ceiling, and plastering of the walls-together
with painting the outside cornice and repairing the
windows.

Working in conjunction with the two permanent
labourers, Mr Lawrence and Mr George, was a
plumber called Mr Hayley, who was simultaneously
employed at Wren’s Winchester Palace. John
Hayley, ‘artificer of Winchester’, had numerous
short-term contracts during the construction of
School, receiving a higher rate of pay than his
colleagues. In Mr Hayley took £ s d. for
water pipes. It would appear this was not for the
construction of School, but most likely in
conjunction with work that Lawrence was
undertaking on the ‘Aquaeduct’. In the same year
Matthew Roberts and John Hayley received £,

s d for works on the Winchester Palace lead-bay
roof. If both the physical and documentary
evidence indicate that the hoppers are not original to
College, or constructed on site, then where did they
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originate? The elaborate design and poor scale,
relative to the structure, would suggest that they were
from a much grander building.
On March , five weeks after the death of

Charles II, an instruction was issued to the workmen
at Winchester Palace: 

To make up the Account of the Leade with the
plumbers to lay the pipes not got up in the store
numbering them unless it be otherwise ordered … 
To looke over the roofe and see that the plumbers have
well weathered their worke and the gutters are safe and
where the cisterns are not upp that the wooden pipes
be secure, and where the flashes are not that boarded
covering secure the walls and be safe against the winde
and see that the waters pass well from ye pipes that the
Draynes not be lyable to be filled with Dirt and that the
leade which is upp to be seamed.

The momentum with which the work was
undertaken was evident through the stockpile of
stores that were soon cleared. On October 

£, of materials were in the store for ‘…next

yeares worke’. James II halted Wren’s work at
Winchester Palace in .The subsequent
disbanding of the building project forced a substantial
sale of materials. Indeed, by /materials worth
£, had been drawn on and by June  the
‘stores at Winton were valued at £ s’. If the
hoppers at College and No.The Close were salvage
from the Winchester Palace site it may explain why
the design is problematical and the scale
inappropriate. While the lead hoppers stylistically
appear to be the labour of the same tradesman, the
dates cast on both sets of hoppers are different in
technique, suggesting that the casting itself and
installation were by different hands. The evidence for
this argument is contained within later eighteenth-
century prints, photographic records before the
complete demolition of the Palace, and some
documentary sources.
The authorisation of James II to ‘…conclude the

whole outside Shell of ye Fabrick’ is well illustrated
in an engraving by J.S. Peak, dated c., and

Fig. . J.S. Peak, An East view of the King’s House in Winchester in Hampshire. Dedicated to the Officers of the Militia.
Engraved from a Drawing on the Spot by an Officer, c.. Southampton University.
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entitled An East view of the King's House in
Winchester in Hampshire. Dedicated to the Officers of
the Militia. Engraved from a Drawing on the Spot by
an Officer (Fig.). The engraving shows, on the two
east wing elevations, hopper heads serving, as the
description above suggests, temporary incomplete
wooden rainwaters. An earlier print by S & N Buck
and dated  shows no hoppers or rainwater
products on the east elevations (Fig. ). Buck shows
the hoppers on the general fabric, distinctly square in
shape with a circular crest or shield in the centre.
These remain unmistakable in their similarity to the
College’s. It would seem therefore, that the crest was
elaborate and prominent in order to sustain the coat
of arms of the monarch. This square shape remains
consistent throughout many images of the Palace, in
particular George Shepherd’s illustration of .

In comparing both the Buck and Peak
engravings the obvious suggestion was that the
temporary hoppers and rainwater pipes, apparent
c on the east elevations, were not installed until

after . It would also follow that they were
manufactured after  as few stores were on site
after . However, in , after storm damage,
additional works were ordered requiring ‘ sheets of
lead  ft long x  ft wide be new cast…Estimate £

s d the Serjeant Plomber to perform the said work
in the carefullest and husbandlike manner as may
be’.This modification to the lead-bay construction
and drainage of the east elevation, rendered four
original rainwater stacks obsolete. In this case Buck’s
print of  would have been accurate, with no pipes
visible, while Peak’s may have been taken from an
earlier pictorial interpretation. W. Cave supports this
evidence through a later engraving, quite different to
Peak’s, which again shows no downpipes on the east
front. Later prints in Godson (engraved by R.
Benning in ) and Milner (engraved by J. Cave in
) show the palace as a completed structure.

Their titles suggest that these illustrations were ‘as it
was design’d to be built’; they were most likely
copied from the original architectural drawings. This

Fig. . S & N Buck, The East View of Winchester Palace, . Southampton University.
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substantiates the conviction that the east elevation
rainwater down-pipes were part of the original
conceived design but were later removed. Later
photographic sources in the Hampshire Record
Office confirm that the drainage and hoppers were
again changed during the history of Winchester
Palace. Indeed, before its demolition cylindrical
hoppers were evident on the fabric feeding into D-
profiled down-pipes.

This study makes several deductions from the
repairs undertaken at Winchester College in .
First, the hoppers are clearly from a high-status
building, greater in stature to Winchester College
School. The evidence of proportion and the
examination of the building during the refurbishment
indicate that the existing rainwater system was
installed at a later date in order to alleviate problems
with the original design. Therefore Winchester
College’s ‘’ and No.The Close’s ‘’ hopper
heads were second-hand and back-dated at the
tradesman’s discretion; they were either fixed to
Winchester Palace at some time, as indicated in
Peak’s engraving, or came from the surplus supplies.
The evidence of Buck’s view indicates that this work
was done after the Palace roof alterations of  and
the consequential removal of the obsolete lead-work.
It is improbable that the hoppers at No.The Close
are dated correctly as the façade and roof must have
been finished by  when the interior fittings were
being installed.The design, again often attributed
to Wren, suggests that the rainwater products were
not integral. 
Second, despite the conspicuous absence of

detailed building records for School in the account
books of Warden Nicholas, the identification of some
of the London tradesmen who may have been
involved on this ‘…late handsome Brick building’
gives us some evidence towards the authorship.

Simultaneous private contracts existed between
Warden Nicholas, with his College retained
workforce, and the highly skilled Winchester Palace
builders. In turn the relationship between Warden

Nicholas and Valentine Howsman was particularly
exclusive to his own architectural ambitions within
both College and No. The Close. However,
Howsman’s charge ‘For Carriage £ s’ from the
Wainscot Book and the fact that he supplied a lectern
to College as late as may indicate this work was
prefabricated elsewhere.

It is likely that both the designer and some of the
contractual labour for the construction of School
may be found among the signatories to the
Winchester Palace ‘Agreement to take Timber for
Debts’ document, dated  February . Along
with John Hayley the names that are of particular
interest are Christopher Kempster and Edward
Strong. Kempster’s (–) work as contractor
for the masonry at Abingdon Town Hall (–)
displays similarities to School in the treatment of the
roofing and windows. Strong’s (–)
influence may be seen in the many obvious
similarities with St. Benet, Paul’s Wharf, reputedly
built to Wren’s designs between –. The main
contractor for the masonry there was Edward’s
brother, Thomas who died in . The Winchester
Palace contracts of Kempster and Strong
commenced six months before the first bricks were
laid on School, while the agreement to sell Palace
timber was issued, four months before School was
completed, on  June .

It remains to be added that the façade is not as
originally designed. In  Caius Gabriel Cibber
(–), ‘stone cutter of St. James’s,’ donated a
cast bronze statue of William of Wykeham.The
style of the stone nichework over the main entrance
door is unmistakably Cibber’s by comparison with
his work at Thorpe Hall and Thoresby House.
The inserted niche and statue again changes our
perception of School.
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